All-new Tucson

We have passion
for progress.
The “can-do” spirit is at the heart of Hyundai’s heritage. It’s the attitude of
progressing, no matter what. From humble beginnings, this vision has driven us
to seek new challenges, encapsulated since our founding in the name ‘Hyundai’
– meaning ‘modern times’.
It’s the persistent curiosity for what lies ahead. Of always chasing the next. What was
once a man’s desire for better is today the ethos of an entire company. As our founder
said: “How does one know it’s impossible if one hasn’t tried it?”
Progress doesn’t happen by chance. We’re always pushing the borders of the possible,
building tomorrow’s technology today, and powering the future with an ever-evolving
range of low-emission engines, seamless in-car connectivity and more.
We’ve come a long way. And we won’t stop here. Next awaits.

Car shown: all-new Tucson Hybrid Premium in Teal. Car shown is not to UK Specification.
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Lighting the way.
Dynamic design combined with advanced technology for the
drive of tomorrow, today.

Car shown: all-new Tucson Hybrid Premium in Teal. Car shown is not to UK Specification.

Take a moment and let your eyes wonder over the all-new Tucson. Bold lines
and a powerful stance hint at more below the surface; sleek, progressive
styling builds on the Tucson legacy and drives it forward with the all-new 4th
generation Tucson. We’ve completely overhauled the geometry of design
with brilliant wing headlights, and added parametric features to the sculpted
bodywork for poise, balance and efficiency. The same dynamic approach sees
the interior reimagined, technology upgraded and performance maximised,
lighting the way to a bold new future of driving.
Welcome to the all-new Tucson.
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INTRODUCTION

Car shown: all-new Tucson Hybrid Ultimate in Teal. Car shown is not to UK Specification.
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What lies
beneath.
Dynamic Hybrid efficiency combined with electrified
powertrains light the way to the best of all worlds,
with power, poise and precision.

The all-new Tucson is available with an extensive range of powertrains
including the electrified 48V Mild Hybrid, Hybrid and Plug-in Hybrid* variants,
as well as the latest 1.6TGDI petrol. The all-new Tucson delivers efficiency with
agility for an all-round driving experience. Serene in the city, the all-new Tucson
comes to life on the open road to deliver exhilarating performance with poise
and control.
*Plug-in Hybrid available early 2021.
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HYBRID ENGINE

Image shown: 1.6 T-GDi 230ps Hybrid 6AT engine.
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Adventures
await.
A design revolution for enlightened drivers and
the connected car. The future is in your hands.

Car shown: all-new Tucson Hybrid Premium in Teal. Car shown is not to UK Specification.

The all-new Tucson is all about adventures together, plans made and plans
delivered. It’s about design features throughout, a choice of powerful,
efficient engines, technology that works for you and communication that
works with you. Advanced safety systems protect you beyond the bodywork,
with sensors and cameras always alert for danger, and a fully connected
in-car information system - sweetly synced with your smartphone - lets you
take your life with you wherever you go.
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DRIVING

Car shown: all-new Tucson Hybrid Ultimate in Teal. Car shown is not to UK Specification.
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The human
touch.
Moving from concept to completion, the all-new Tucson
started off as a hand drawn design.

Outstanding progressive design doesn’t just happen; it’s crafted from the
drawing board to the road. The all-new Tucson draws on the advances of the
past to produce a car ready for tomorrow, lighting the way with exceptional
style and driver centred technology designed to make every drive safer,
more connected, and more enjoyable. With signature lighting front and rear,
a redesigned front end incorporating a stand-out parametric radiator grille
and the new wrap around bumper, the all-new Tucson is a design-inspired
work of art. Add to this unique alloy wheels, two-tone roof*, and ultra-efficient
LED lighting inside and out, the all-new Tucson is in a class of its own.
*Two-tone roof only available on Premium in Teal.
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DESIGN & STYLE

Car shown: all-new Tucson Hybrid Premium in Teal. Car shown is not to UK Specification.
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Car shown: all-new Tucson Hybrid Premium in Teal with optional two tone roof & interior colour pack. Car shown is not to UK specification.
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The comfort
zone.
Elegance, comfort and style to put you in the
right space for driving.

Shift by wire standard on all Hybrid trims.

Panoramic glass sunroof standard on Ultimate trim.

Original design sketches.

You know when something’s just right, and with the all-new Tucson we’ve
designed the interior so you can have it just how you want it. Climate control
air conditioning with Multi Air Mode means you’re never too hot or too cold,
ambient mood lighting* sets the tone for comfort and awareness, and
flexible seating gives you adaptable space for big loads or small packages.
With fine finishing and close attention to detail, the all-new Tucson is
designed to deliver the perfect drive.
USB charger connections standard on all trims.
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INTERIOR

Image shown: all-new Tucson Hybrid Ultimate. Image shown is not to UK Specification.

*Ambient mood lighting only available on Premim and Ultimate trims.
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Constant
connectivity.
With illuminating in-car connectivity, we're lighting
the way for next level In Car Entertainment.
*KRELL premium audio standard on Premium and Ultimate trims.

Three-zone climate control standard on Ultimate trim.

The all-new Tucson offers connectivity that is second to none. Front and
centre, the 10.25” Supervision Cluster and 10.25” touchscreen Audio Visual
Navigation units give all round visibility to on-board systems at your
fingertips, and mobile connectivity allows multiple handsets to be connected
via Bluetooth – taking your online lifestyle onto the road. When your hands
are full, Smart Voice Interaction gives you integrated vehicle control, and
wireless smartphone charging** means you’re cable free. When it comes
to sound, we give you hi fidelity all round with a KRELL* sound system
connected to 8 custom speakers.The all-new Tucson also features the latest
version of the state-of-the-art Bluelink connected car services including Last
Mile Navigation and a new User Profile feature. Users can locate their vehicle
or view vehicle attributes like fuel level, via the Bluelink app.
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CONNECTIVITY

**Wireless phone charging pad standard on Premium and Ultimate trims.

10.25" touchscreen audio visual navigation standard across all trim levels.
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Safety - Our number one priority.
With upgraded SmartSense safety systems for all-round protection, safety is more than a priority.

Driver Attention Warning (DAW): When a pattern of fatigue or
distraction is identified, the system gets your attention with an alert
and pop-up message suggesting a break.

Intelligent Speed Limit Assist (ISLA): Information from the front
cameras and navigation system identifies road speed limits and displays
them in real time in the digital cluster.

Blind-Spot Collision Warning (BCW): Radars detect traffic in the
vehicle blind spot, warning drivers with an audible alarm when the
indicator is used so you can be aware of the traffic around you even
when you can’t see it.

Lane Follow Assist (LFA): LFA helps prevent accidental lane departure
and keeps your vehicle safely centered within the lane. Using a forward
camera to recognise the intended lane, LFA will automatically provide
corrective steering input to help maintain the centre path. This not
only detects road lines but also the road edge.

Forward Collision Avoidance (FCA): On detecting the risk of a collision
with a forward vehicle, pedestrian or cyclist, the driver is alerted to the
danger, and if necessary, brakes are automatically applied to help
prevent a frontal collision.

Smart Cruise Control (SCC): Automatically takes road features into
account and adjusts your speed to maintain a safe distance from
the vehicle in front.

With the all-new Tucson, safety systems start outside the vehicle with sensors and cameras providing advanced warning of hazards before you reach them. With a complete safety
package*, the all-new Tucson’s Collision Avoidance systems warn of hazards in front, in the blind spot and from the rear sides to protect you and your passengers. The new Safe Exit
Warning (SEW) function alerts occupants if there is oncoming traffic when they attempt to step out of the car. This feature is being introduced to a mainstream compact SUV for the
first time.
*Please check all-new Tucson specifications for more information on the safety features available on each trim.
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SAFETY

Car shown: all-new Tucson Hybrid Premium in Teal with optional two tone roof & interior colour pack. Car shown is not to UK specification.
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Show your true colours.
From subtle shades to vivid hues, choose the right colour for you from our vibrant colour pallette.

Engine Red - Solid

Polar White - Special Solid

Dark Knight - Pearl

Silky Bronze - Metallic

Phantom Black - Pearl

Sunset Red - Pearl

Amazon Grey - Metallic

Teal with black two-tone roof - Metallic
Available on Premium trim only.
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EXTERIOR COLOURS

Shimmering Silver - Metallic

Teal - Metallic
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Finesse and
flexibility.
Fine detailing and an adaptable interior layout make
the all-new Tucson responsive in every way.

Split folding rear 40:20:40 seats standard across all trims.

Remote folding rear seat function. Standard on Ultimate trim.
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SPACE & INTE RIOR

Car shown: all-new Tucson Hybrid Ultimate. Image shown is not to UK Specification.
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Specifications shown in this brochure are based upon
the latest available information at the time of printing.
The colours and finishes reproduced in this brochure are
subject to the limitations of the printing process and may
vary from the actual colour and paint finish.
In line with our policy of continual product improvement
Hyundai Motor UK Ltd reserves the right to make
changes at any time, without notice, to prices, colours,
material, design, shape, specifications and models, and
to discontinue items. For the latest details, please consult
your Hyundai dealer.

This brochure is printed on FSC® (Forestry Stewardship Council) certified paper
which has been produced at a mill and printed by a printer that has been
certified to the ISO 14001 environmental standard using vegetable oil based inks
and aqueous based coatings. It can be disposed of by recycling, incineration for
recovery or is biodegradable.

Your local Hyundai dealer:

Customer enquiries: 0800 981 981

Hyundai Motor UK Ltd
Ground Floor Birchwood Building The Office Park
Springfield Drive, Leatherhead KT22 7LP
T: 0800 981 981 www.hyundai.co.uk

Model on front cover:
Car shown: all-new Tucson Hybrid Ultimate in Teal. Car shown is not to UK Specification.
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